Sounds of seizures
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\begin{abstract}
\textbf{Purpose:} A phase I feasibility study to determine the accuracy of identifying seizures based on audio recordings.

\textbf{Methods:} We systematically generated 166 audio clips of 30 s duration from 83 patients admitted to an epilepsy monitoring unit between 1/2015 and 12/2016, with one clip during a seizure period and one clip during a non-seizure control period for each patient. Five epileptologists performed a blinded review of the audio clips and rated whether a seizure occurred or not, and indicated the confidence level (low or high) of their rating. The accuracy of individual and consensus ratings were calculated.

\textbf{Results:} The overall performance of the consensus rating between the five epileptologists showed a positive predictive value (PPV) of 0.91 and a negative predictive value (NPV) of 0.66. The performance improved when confidence was high (PPV of 0.96, NPV of 0.70). The agreement between the epileptologists was moderate with a kappa of 0.584. Hyperkinetic (PPV 0.92, NPV 0.86) and tonic-clonic (PPV and NPV 1.00) seizures were most accurately identified. Seizures with automatism only and non-motor seizures could not be accurately identified. Specific seizure-related sounds associated with accurate identification included disordered breathing (PPV and NPV 1.00), rhythmic sounds (PPV 0.93, NPV 0.80), and ictal vocalizations (PPV 1.00, NPV 0.97).

\textbf{Conclusion:} This phase I feasibility study shows that epileptologists are able to accurately identify certain seizure types from audio recordings when the seizures produce sounds. This provides guidance for the development of audio-based seizure detection devices and demonstrate which seizure types could potentially be detected.
\end{abstract}

1. Introduction

Seizure detection devices could be invaluable tools for both people with epilepsy, their caregivers, and clinicians. For patients, having a device that could accurately detect seizures and alert caretakers would help relieve the anxiety from the helplessness that seizures can cause. It could also help reduce the risk of sudden unexpected death in epilepsy, particularly for those patients with nocturnal seizures who sleep without a bed partner [1]. For clinicians, seizure detection devices can be an important tool because self-reporting of seizures is unreliable [2]. Seizure detection devices provide objective tracking of seizure frequency, allowing the clinician to assess response to therapy and appropriately adjust medications.

There are multiple types of seizure detection devices ranging from movement detectors (accelerometers, bed alarms, surface EMG, video monitors), autonomic change detectors (electrodermal response, heart rate), and EEG based detectors (ambulatory EEG, implantable EEG system). The performance of these devices is variable (see reviews [3–8]) and dependent on the patient specific seizure type and characteristics. All seizure detection modalities perform well with tonic-clonic seizures. Movement detectors also perform well with seizures with a prominent motor component such as hypermotor seizures and tonic seizures. Autonomic change detectors may also be able to detect other types of focal seizures. EEG-based detectors perform well across a broad range of seizure types but are currently impractical for long-term outpatient use.

Some studies have suggested that audio sensors could be used to detect and alert for seizures [9–12] based on the fact that many seizure types are associated with characteristic sounds such the ictal cry of tonic-clonic seizures [13], stereotyped vocalizations associated with some focal seizures [14–17], and movement-related sounds associated with some motor seizures [11]. Audio has also been used to adjudicate other ambulatory seizure detection modalities such as the Neurovista detection algorithm [18] and a wrist watch accelerometer [19]. The
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potential disadvantage of audio-based detection is that it could miss seizures which do not produce an identifiable sound.

Several devices are available or under development that employ audio signals for seizure detection. Currently, there is one commercially available audio based seizure detection device with published performance data, the Medpage MP5, which is a multi-modal device that detects bed noises and bed movement. In one study, for tonic-clonic seizures, it had a sensitivity of 0.625, specificity of 0.904, a negative predictive value (NPV) of 0.998, but a positive predictive value (PPV) of 0.023 (with approximately 8.45 false alarms per 12 h of recording) [11]. In a newer study it performed poorly detecting only 4.3 % of all seizure types and 11.1 % of tonic-clonic seizures [20]. Alert-IT has two commercially available audio based seizure detection devices, the Companion and the Guardian, though no published performance data is available. They are both multi-modal devices that detect bed noises, along with bed movement, incontinence, and vomiting. CLB (Cornelis Louis Berghuijs) acoustic monitor is a commercially available audio-based monitoring system that has been tested on tonic and tonic-clonic seizures [12], although their automated machine learning algorithms for seizure detection are still under development. Ervitech has a device under development for detecting seizures based on respiration noises [9], but no published data on performance is available.

Although device development is underway, the effectiveness of audio-based detectors for which seizure types is unclear. The diagnostic utility of the icrtal cry has been evaluated in tonic-clonic seizures, as compared to psychogenic seizures, and found to have a sensitivity of 0.85 and specificity of 1.00 [13]. A manual audio-based classification of major seizures (defined as tonic and tonic-clonic seizures greater than 30 s in duration) had a sensitivity of 0.81 and a PPV of 0.40, though this was not evaluated in a blinded fashion [12]. It remains unclear if other seizure sounds can provide accurate diagnostic information, and which seizure types could be accurately detected. In this retrospective feasibility study, we assessed if seizures could be identified based on their sounds alone, and which seizure types would be most amenable to audio-based detection.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Generation of audio clips

We systematically screened every patient admitted to the adult Stanford Hospital Adult Epilepsy Monitoring Unit (EMU) between 1/01/2015 and 12/31/2016 to generate 30 s audio clips in an unbiased manner. Video-EEGs were collected on the Nihon Kohden system and microphones were located on portable systems. We included the first seizure that was recorded during the EMU stay that fit our inclusion and exclusion criteria, and an associated non-seizure control clip which was 60 s prior to the seizure onset. Our inclusion criteria included electroclinical seizure or psychogenic non-epileptic seizure. Our exclusion criteria included electrographic or absence seizure, disruptive hospital sounds, spoken phrases that would make it obvious that a seizure was occurring (e.g., someone saying “are you okay,” “event,” “seizure,” “remember the color,” etc.), poor sound quality, or any audio that contained patient identifiable information (name, DOB). Approximately 50 % of patients screened were excluded due to no audio or poor sound quality. The seizure clip was extracted during the first 30 s of the seizure, based on the electrographic onset if it was an electroclinical seizure and based on first behavioral change if it was a psychogenic seizure. The control clips used the same exclusion criteria and were screened electrographically to ensure there was no seizure activity during that time. This study was approved by the Stanford University Institutional Review Board.

2.2. Seizure clip characterization

The seizure clips were characterized by their seizure type (Table 1) based on the 2017 ILAE classification [21]. There were 12 psychogenic non-epileptic seizures included, which consisted of variable behaviors including convulsive movements, vocalizations and hypotonia. All audio clips were characterized by their sound type (Table 1) based on the presence or absence of the sound type. An audio clip could have multiple sound types present (e.g., disordered breathing and rhythmic sounds). The reference designation of the seizure type and the sound type was determined by the first author, blinded to the raters responses, and based on the review of the audio clips, full video-EEG, and clinical documentation.

2.3. Epileptologist rating

Five board-certified epileptologists rated the audio clips (PD, MGH, BALM, AAL, RSF). The audio clips were presented in a random order and for each clip the raters answered whether the clip was during a seizure or non-seizure control period and if they had low or high confidence. The raters were instructed to rate psychogenic non-epileptic seizures as seizure. The years in practice of our epileptologists ranged from 4 to 37 years with a mean of 14.8 years.

2.4. Statistical analysis

To assess the performance for each of the five epileptologists, as well as the consensus response (mode of the ratings), we calculated positive predictive value, negative predictive value, accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity. We repeated this analysis for the subgroup of clips where high confidence was indicated by the epileptologist. Agreement of responses between the five epileptologists was calculated using Fleiss’ Kappa. We also determined the accuracy based on seizure type and the sound type. Confidence intervals for the accuracy were determined using a two-sided exact binomial test using the null hypothesis that the proportion was equal to 0.5 (chance).

3. Results

Five epileptologists rated 166 audio clips, with 83 clips during seizures and 83 clips during a non-seizure control period, to determine if seizures could be accurately identified based on their sound. The seizure types that were included in this study are detailed in Table 1. The major seizure types captured were automatisms, hyperkinetic, and tonic-clonic seizures. The types of sound that where encountered during seizures are detailed in Table 1. The major sound type captured during seizures were continuation of background noise or ictal vocalization.
For the non-seizure control clips, as expected, the majority of the clips (80 out of 83, 96.4%) contained the continuation of background noise.

The performance of each rater (Table 2) showed similar results, with a high positive predictive value (PPV, mean 0.83, range 0.80 to 0.91) and a moderate negative predictive value (NPV, mean 0.65, range 0.60 to 0.69). There was moderate agreement between the raters with a kappa coefficient of 0.584. The consensus response of the five raters identified by their sound, we determined the accuracy (equivalent to sensitivity) of the consensus response in each sound type. The types of sounds that accurately identified a seizure include disordered breathing (accuracy = 0.97, 95% CI = 0.83, 1.00, p < 0.0001). For these sound types, the PPV and NPV can be calculated using the associated control clips as the negative condition. Hyperkinetic seizures have a PPV of 0.92 and NPV of 0.86 and tonic-clonic seizures have a PPV of 1.00. The seizure types that could not be distinguished include automatisms only, non-motor, and psychogenic seizures.

In order to determine which sound types were most accurately identified by their sound, we determined the accuracy (equivalent to sensitivity) of the consensus response in each sound type (Fig. 2). The seizure types that were accurately detected include hyperkinetic (accuracy = 0.85, 95% CI = 0.55, 0.98, p = 0.02) and tonic-clonic (accuracy = 1.00, 95% CI = 0.75, 1.00, p = 0.0002) seizures. For these seizure types, the PPV and NPV can be calculated using the associated control clips as the negative condition. Hyperkinetic seizures have a PPV of 0.92 and NPV of 0.86 and tonic-clonic seizures have a PPV and NPV of 1.00. The seizure types that could not be distinguished include automatisms only, non-motor, and psychogenic seizures.

In order to determine which sound types were most accurately identified, we looked at the accuracy (equivalent to sensitivity) of the consensus response in each sound type. The types of sounds that accurately identified a seizure include disordered breathing (accuracy = 1.00, 95% CI = 0.59, 1.00, p = 0.015), rhythmic sounds (accuracy = 0.76, 95% CI = 0.50, 0.93, p = 0.049), and ictal vocalizations (accuracy = 0.97, 95% CI = 0.83,1, p = < 0.0001). For these sound types, the PPV and NPV can be calculated using the associated control clips as the negative condition. Disordered breathing has a PPV and NPV of 1.00, rhythmic sounds have a PPV of 0.93 and NPV of 0.80, and ictal vocalizations have a PPV of 1.00 and NPV of 0.97 (Fig. 3).

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Seizure Type</th>
<th>Performance during high confidence N = 168</th>
<th>Performance during low confidence N = 247</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disordered breathing (N = 35)</td>
<td>19 (54.3%)</td>
<td>16 (45.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhythmic sounds (N = 85)</td>
<td>49 (57.6%)</td>
<td>36 (42.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ictal vocalizations (N = 150)</td>
<td>102 (68%)</td>
<td>48 (32%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interruption of activity (N = 40)</td>
<td>24 (60%)</td>
<td>16 (40%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuation of background noise (N = 560)</td>
<td>117 (20.9%)</td>
<td>443 (79.1%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sound Type</th>
<th>High Confidence N = 311</th>
<th>Low Confidence N = 559</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control (N = 415)</td>
<td>102 (24.6%)</td>
<td>313 (75.4%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Fig. 1

Receiver Operating Characteristics of each epileptologist and consensus response for overall performance and performance during high confidence.
The consensus rated 50% of the psychogenic seizure clips as due to the variable behavioral semiology and therefore variable sound. Psychogenic seizures could not be accurately identified by their sound, these seizure types were too limited to form valid conclusions.

Fig. 2. Accuracy of the consensus response based on seizure type. The accuracy and 95% CI are plotted. All motor group includes the subtypes atonic, clonic, hyperkinetic, myoclonic, tonic, and tonic-clonic. The all non-motor group includes the subtypes behavior arrest, cognitive, emotional, and sensory. The seizure types that were accurately detected by their sound include hyperkinetic and tonic-clonic. Motor seizures overall, excluding automatisms, were accurately detected, while non-motor seizures and psychogenic seizures were not detected.

Fig. 3. Accuracy of consensus response based on sound type. The accuracy and 95% CI are plotted. The sound types that were accurately detected as seizures include disordered breathing, rhythmic sounds, and ictal vocalizations, while interruption of activity and no change in the background were not useful in identifying seizures.

and specificity. Our results show that epileptologists can accurately identify certain seizure types based on their sound alone, specifically hyperkinetic seizures and tonic-clonic seizures, with a respective PPV of 0.92 and 1.00, and NPV of 0.86 and 1.00. These seizure types are typically associated with disordered breathing, rhythmic sounds, and ictal vocalizations, which are the sound types associated with accurate identification of seizures. Audio review failed to accurately identify seizures with non-motor manifestations or those with automatisms only. Automatisms and behavior arrest are generally quiet, which explains the difficulty in detecting them by audio alone. If prior to the seizure the patient was doing an activity that generated audio, such as talking, there would be an interruption of that activity. However, this interruption was typically too subtle to be interpreted as seizure activity and thus was not an informative sound type in our experimental paradigm for detecting seizures. For other motor types, such as atonic, clonic, myoclonic, and tonic seizures, the number of audio clips with these seizure types were too limited to form valid conclusions. Psychogenic seizures could not be accurately identified by their sound, due to the variable behavioral semiology and therefore variable sound types. The consensus rated 50% of the psychogenic seizure clips as seizure. Our study was not designed to distinguish between psychogenic seizure and epileptic seizures as the raters were instructed to rate psychogenic seizures as seizure. Psychogenic seizures are a potential limitation for an audio based seizure detector, but is a potential limitation for seizure detectors utilizing other non-EEG based mechanisms as well.

As the goal of our study was to assess the feasibility of using audio as a detection modality for seizures, we are unable to directly compare our results to the performance of other device modalities. Our results are from blinded human reviewers rather than a device or algorithm, and the ratio of our seizure to non-seizure clips is 1:1, but in a realistic setting the ratio would be much lower. We suspect that if a more realistic ratio was used, we would have a lower positive predictive value (as with our data set there is a 50% chance that a positive result is truly a seizure, while in a realistic setting the probability of seizure is much lower) and a higher negative predictive value (similarly because in a realistic setting the probability of non-seizure is much higher). A truly realistic ratio would not be practical in our study because it would be too time consuming for our human reviewers to review continuous audio recordings.

Additional limitations with our data set include the EMU environment where the audio clips were obtained. Although our audio clips were not obtained from the typical environment of a person with epilepsy, the results are generalizable, as our audio clips focused on the sound of the seizure itself, rather than the environment. In order to generate audio clips that most represented the sound from a seizure rather than from the environment, we excluded any clip where a spoken phrase would make it obvious that a seizure was occurring (e.g., someone was saying “are you okay,” “seizure,” etc.). We expect the PPV to be higher if audio information from the patient or witnesses stating a seizure was happening was utilized. We excluded any audio with disruptive hospital sounds, because in the normal environment of a person with epilepsy we would not have alarms to indicate that a seizure was occurring. Thus, any seizure that caused vital sign alarms were excluded, many of which were motor seizures which caused tachycardia or significant change in the respiratory rate or pulse oximeter reading. In addition, the majority of the patients were lying or sitting in bed when the seizure occurred, thus we had no seizures that occurred while the patient was standing. The PPV could potentially be higher as audio of a patient changing from standing to another position could generate sounds that are informative that a seizure occurred. Conversely, our non-seizure control clips were taken when most patients were sedentary, and it is possible a more active patient could generate sounds that could be mistaken for seizures, potentially increasing the false alarm rate. In addition, our criteria for selecting the non-seizure clips (60 s prior to the seizure) was designed to represent an unbiased random selection of activities as seizures occur unexpectedly, however this has the potential to exclude activities which could be confused for seizures.

Our audio was obtained from clinical video-EEG systems in place at our EMU. A limitation of using audio recorded from this video-EEG monitoring systems was that the sound quality was not optimal for detecting subtle sounds. An audio-based seizure detection device would potentially be designed to record high quality audio and could therefore pick up subtle seizure sounds, such as from automatisms or tonic seizures which could not be picked up in our current study. An addition, an audio-based seizure detection device would utilize sound frequency analysis and machine-learning algorithms to detect features which the human ear may not appreciate.

Taking the above limitations into account, a rough comparison of the overall performance of our epileptologists for detecting seizures based on their sound shows that it may be comparable to other seizure detection devices, which typically have a higher performance for tonic-clonic seizures than other seizure types. Typical outcome measures reported in seizure detection device literature include sensitivity and false alarm rate [22]. Recent publications on seizure detection devices showed an EMG based device called SeizureLink with a sensitivity of
5. Conclusion

Our phase I feasibility study shows that an epileptologist can successfully identify certain seizure types based on sound. It is possible that an audio-based seizure detection device could do so as well. This provides support to further develop audio-based seizure detection devices or to use audio-based seizure detection in conjunction with other seizure detection modalities.
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